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Text included. Uses the 200 most important verbs and nouns. Four different speakers to stimulate

learning. Three different audio versions are included to learn fast - English German; German

English; German.
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This audio book / teaching is at times absolutely laugh-out-loud funny! And it is fantastic for next

step learning. I started with Paul Noble's course ("1"), thus understood sentence structure and a

smattering of words and verb conjugations. Since his program stops there at about 12 hours of

instruction, I was looking for next steps after also cramming on about 1000 vocabulary words. This

was the perfect next step! I am reviewing it over and over and it is refreshing to understand and be

able to repeat most the statements in German.There are sentences first uttered clearly and

deliberately in English, and then they are repeated in German and later vice versa. The statements

have a bit of flow for an entertaining narrative while you learn, a refreshing bonus.This one is a few

hours of recording, while the others of the same label seem very short for the same bargain price,

so I purchased this one and am thrilled. After this, I will cram more vocabulary and then continue

with "immersion listening" with all the great short stories and full length novels available here.I have

tried a number of other audio books as my "step 3" in my learning journey (after Paul Noble and

then vocabulary study). Most recordings either speak too fast, are too short to advance learning, do

not define all the words ("for x statement, utter this phrase in German"... But what were all those

words and where were the word breaks?), or have too much superfluous talk on why learn German



or what is the culture. I just need listening comprehension, not all the off-subject stuff. Through this

audiobook I have hundreds of example sentences in my head that I fully comprehend, and will study

more grammar next alongside further immersive listening.I highly recommend this after you have

had some exposure to basic sentence structure and at least a few hundred to a thousand words of

vocabulary. The price is a steal, enjoy the gift from these author.

as other reviewer said, this is simply the best product i have found to learn.clear consice and dense.

no fluff. hit play and start learning!
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